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Operating Principles

Bi-Lobe Principle

DVJ/DPJ Principle

URAI, URAI-DSL, URAI-G, RAM, RCS Series

2504 DVJ, RAM DVJ, 721 DVJ, 406 DPJ

Two figure-eight lobe impellers mounted on parallel
shafts rotate in opposite directions. As each impeller
passes the blower inlet, it traps a finite volume of air
and carries it around the case to the blower outlet,
where the air is discharged. With constant speed
operation, the displaced volume is essentially the
same regardless of pressure, temperature or
barometric pressure. Timing gears control the relative
position of the impellers to each other and maintain
small but finite clearances. This allows operation
without lubrication being required inside the lobe
cavity.

Incoming air is trapped between the impellers.
Simultaneously, pressurized air is being discharged.
As the impeller passes the jet plenum, cooled,
pressurized air flows into the space between the
impeller and cylinder. This cools the trapped air,
helps control thermal growth and allows higher
pressure ratios. The trapped air is then moved into
the discharge flange. Backflow is reduced, resulting
in lower operating noise level and reduced shock
loading on the equipment.

WHISPAIR* Principle

Warranty
Proven designs, manufacturing and material provide
assurance for superior operation. Local, factory
trained, service centers offer timely response to your
unique needs. Roots products are sold subject to
Howden Roots general terms of sale and warranty
policy; contact your nearest Howden Roots office for
more information.

URAI-J, URAI-J DSL, RAM-J, RAM-GJ, RAM-VJ,
RCS-J
Incoming air is trapped by the impellers.
Simultaneously, pressurized air (right) is being
discharged. As the impeller passes the wrap-around
flange, the Whispair jet equalizes pressure between
trapped air and discharge area, aiding impeller
movement and reducing power. Impellers move air
into the discharge area. Backflow is controlled,
resulting in reduction of noise and pulsation relative
to conventional blowers.
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Universal RAI Series Rotary Positive Displacement Blowers
All Universal RAI (URAI) series blowers are heavy duty rotary blowers in a compact, sturdy design engineered for
continuous duty and maximum reliability. These blowers have a time tested lubrication system. Howden Roots
exclusive “figure-8” gearbox design improves oil distribution to the timing gears and lengthens bearing life.
This series features a grey iron casing, carburized and ground alloy steel spur timing gears secured to steel shafts
with a taper fit and locknut, and grey iron involute impellers. Oversized anti-friction bearings are used, with a heavy
duty cylindrical roller bearing at the drive shaft to withstand V-belt pull. Viton™ lip seals maintain proper lubricant at
the bearings
Universal RAI Blower
Frame Sizes 22 thru 718
The standard URAI blower features convenient grease lubrication on the drive
end. The feet permit easy in-field adaptation to either vertical or horizontal
installation requirements and any of four drive shaft positions – top, bottom, right
or left hand. All frame sizes are center-timed to allow for rotation in either
direction.
Universal RAI DSL Blower
Frame Sizes 32 thru 615
This URAI blower features Dual Splash Lubrication (DSL). There is splash
lubrication at the gear end and the drive end. The drive end has two shaftmounted slingers and the gear end features Howden Roots exclusive “figureeight” gearbox design that work together to improve oil distribution and to
maximize gear and bearing life. The oil reservoirs feature sight glasses for
accurate oil level confirmation.
Universal RAI-G Gas Blower
Frame Sizes 32GJ thru 615GJ
URAI gas blowers feature mechanical seals and Viton™ o-rings. The seal system
is designed to meet or exceed gas industry safety standards, including provisions
for purge gas in the headplates. The URAI gas blower uses detachable steel
mounting feet for adaptation of drive shaft position to meet vertical or horizontal
installation requirements.
Universal RAI-J WHISPAIR Blower
Frame Sizes 33J thru 56J
Howden Roots refined the standard URAI line using computer-aided design
techniques to incorporate the Roots exclusive WHISPAIR jet. The WHISPAIR jet
uses shock suppression techniques for noise and pulsation reduction. This
exclusive WHISPAIR feature can reduce noise 3-5 dB on typical installations. Like
the standard URAI blower, the URAI-J features universal detachable steel
mounting feet to permit easy in-field adaptation to any of four positions and grease
lubrication on the drive end.
Universal RAI-J DSL Blower
Frame Sizes 33J thru 56J
This URAI blower combines the WHISPAIR design with the dual splash lubrication
feature to offer the longest life and quietest performance of the URAI series.
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RAM Series Rotary Positive Displacement Blowers
Roots RAM series units are recognized by many as the most volumetrically efficient blowers in the industry. Unless
otherwise noted, RAM series equipment may operate under either vacuum or pressure application with no
equipment modification, and can provide simultaneous vacuum and pressure for a system with a single unit.
RAM series units feature integral-shaft ductile iron impellers with involute profiles. Headplates and the rigid casing
are cast grey iron, while the drive end and gear covers are aluminium. Carburized and ground alloy steel spur
timing gears are securely mounted on tapered shafts. All units in the RAM series feature cylindrical roller bearings
and splash lubrication for maximum life.
Detachable steel mounting feet permit adaptability to either vertical or horizontal installation requirements.
Piston-ring shaft seals reduce gas leakage through the headplates, while lip-type oil seals maintain lubrication in
the bearings. RAM units are splash lubricated on both sides with high volume oil reservoirs and convenient sight
glasses.

RAM Blower
Frame Sizes 404 thru 624
All standard units are center-timed to allow rotation in either direction.

RAM-J WHISPAIR Blower
Frame Sizes 404J thru 624J
RAM-J units feature the original WHISPAIR jets to control pressure
equalization by feeding backflow in the direction of impeller movement.
The Whispair feature results in uni-directional flow and drive shaft
rotation.

RAM-GJ Gas WHISPAIR Blower
Available on all RAM Frame Sizes
RAM standard blowers feature a piston ring system between the
compression chamber and vent cavities. This models vent cavities are
plugged for purge or drain. Special long-life mechanical seals with Viton™
O-rings are installed at each bearing to control gas and oil leakage. The
seal incorporates a proprietary geometry that promotes enhanced cooling
and extended life.
RAM gas units are suitable for both vacuum or pressure service. Alternate
materials and optional O-ring material are available for these machines.
Please contact the factory for more information.

RAM-VJ Water Sealed WHISPAIR Vacuum Blower
Frame Sizes 406J thru 624J
These units are equipped with an inlet spray nozzle and seal water flow
meter for water injection. This feature cools the unit enabling deeper
vacuum levels than possible with conventional rotary vacuum blowers.
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RCS Series Rotary Positive Displacement Blowers
Roots RCS series units are heavy-duty units with integral-shaft ductile iron impellers in an involute
profile. The headplates, gear cover, drive end cover and rigid, one-piece casing are grey iron.
Carburized and ground alloy steel spur timing gears are taper mounted on the shafts and secured with a
locknut. Cylindrical roller bearings combined with high volume oil reserves offer low maintenance and
trouble free operation.
Piston rings reduce air leakage through the headplate shaft openings, while lip-type oil seals maintain
lubricant in the roller bearings.
All RCS series blowers are equipped with splash oil lubrication at both ends of the blower.

RCS Blower
Frame Sizes 817 thru 827
All standard units are center-timed to allow rotation in either direction.
RCS series units incorporate detachable steel mounting feet to permit
adaptability to either vertical or horizontal installation.

RCS-J WHISPAIR Blower
Frame Sizes 715J thru 832J
RCS WHISPAIR units reduce noise and power loss by utilizing a wraparound plenum and proprietary WHISPAIR jet ports to control pressure
equalization. The WHISPAIR jets meter discharge pressure in the
direction of impeller movement, thereby aiding rotation. Discharge
pulsation is reduced by the pre-pressurization of the blower chamber. This
reduced pulsation results in lower noise, and reduced shock loading on
the system components.
RCS WHISPAIR units frames 817J thru 832J have feet integral to the
headplates.
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DVJ and DPJ Rotary Positive Displacement Blowers
These units feature an integral discharge jet plenum design, allowing cool, atmospheric air to flow into the casing.
This unique design permits continuous operation at high vacuum levels (up to blank-off) with a single stage unit. In
the case of Roots DPJ blowers, high pressure discharge air is cooled before injecting into the jet plenum.
Headplates and the rigid casing are cast from grey iron, with aluminium drive end and gear covers. Carburized
ground alloy steel spur timing gears are securely mounted on taper end shafts. These units are designed with
detachable steel mounting feet to permit adaptability to high pressure discharge left, right or vertically upwards.

2504 DVJ WHISPAIR Vacuum Blower
Frame Size 2504 DVJ
This unit features ball bearings, lip seals, splash lubrication at the gear
end and grease lubrication at the drive end.

RAM DVJ Vacuum Blower
Frame Sizes 406 DVJ, 412 DVJ and 616DVJ
RAM DVJ units feature integral-shaft ductile iron impellers with involute
profiles. The top shaft is extended for side outlet blowers, and either left or
right shaft can be extended for top or bottom outlet blowers. RAM DVJ
units feature cylindrical roller bearings for maximum life. Piston ring shaft
seals reduce gas leakage through the headplates, while lip-type oil seals
maintain proper oil levels in the bearings.
The units are splash lubricated on both sides with high volume oil
reservoirs. They can be equipped with mechanical seals for gas
applications. Please contact us for more information on gas applications.

721 DVJ WHISPAIR Vacuum Blower
Frame Size 721 DVJ
This unit has the same durable features as the RAM DVJ blowers.
However, is not currently configured for gas applications.

RAM 406 DPJ Dry High-Pressure Blower
Frame Size 406 DPJ
In this unit, the WHISPAIR jets control pressure equalization by feeding
cooled discharge air in the direction of impeller movement, thereby aiding
rotation. Cooled discharge air is mixed with incoming air to control
temperature rise. This design permits continuous operation with discharge
pressures up to 30 PSIG in a single stage unit. RAM DPJ units feature
cylindrical roller bearings and is splash lubricated at both the gear and
drive ends. Piston rings are used to reduce air leakage through the
headplate shaft openings, while lip-type oil seals maintain proper oil levels
in the bearings. The top shaft is extended for side outlet blowers, and
either left or right shaft can be extended for top outlet blowers. RAM DPJ
units can be equipped with mechanical seals for gas application. Please
contact us for more information on gas applications.
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Configurations
Roots blowers are available in two basic configurations to meet nearly any
piping arrangement or installation requirement. Orientation for inlet and
discharge connections is determined from the drive end:
Vertical Configuration:
For vertical configuration, one impeller is mounted above the other, unless
otherwise noted the blower drive end located opposite the timing gears. Inlet
and discharge connection flanges are positioned to provide horizontal air/gas
flow. Specify blower driver for either top or bottom shaft.
Horizontal Configuration:
For horizontal configuration, impellers are located side-by-side. Unless otherwise noted, the blower drive end is
located opposite the timing gears. Inlet and discharge connection flanges provide a vertical air/gas flow. Specify
blower driver for either left or right hand shaft.
Special Note:
URAI-J, URAI-J DSL, RAM-J, RAM GJ, RAM-VJ and RCS-J models are designed to operate with only one shaft
rotation direction to take full advantage of the WHISPAIR feature. Therefore, “J” blower should be operated in the
following combinations only:
■ CCW Rotation facing blower drive shaft: Bottom Shaft; Right side discharge or a Left Shaft; Bottom discharge.
■ CCW Rotation facing blower drive shaft: Top Shaft; Left side discharge or a Right Shaft; Top discharge.
■ CW Rotation facing blower drive shaft: Bottom Shaft; Left side discharge or a Right Shaft; Bottom discharge.
■ CW Rotation facing blower drive shaft: Top Shaft; Right side discharge or a Left Shaft; Top discharge.
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